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Animalive is the manufacturer of IAAPA award winning 
Interactive Animation products.

‘When they presented a test of a 
dragon’s eye blinking – that for me 
clinched the deal!’

AILSA EASTON, CREATIVE DIRECTOR
WARWICK CASTLE, MERLIN 

ENTERTAINMENTS



AnimaChat
What is AnimaChat?



Conversing with a cartoon

Magic of Live Animation

Bring joy and wonder

A Multitude of Uses



New York London 1

Tokyo

London 2

Paris 1

Paris 2

Sydney 2Sydney 1

Sydney 3

Animalive Cloud

Operator runs
the AnimaChat 
performance 
from New York

Up to 32 clients can
connect to the single
AnimaChat Server
from any number of 
locations.

Each location can have
multiplemultiple AnimaChat 
clients

AnimaChat Server

Animation Brain
Mocap

Animalive Cloud

AnimaChat Client

Mini-PC

Camera

Speakers

Display

Mic

AnimaChat Overview



Animation Brain



The Animation Brain comes 
packed with an Animation 
Library so you can blend to 
pre-recorded animations 

rather than use Live 
Animation from the motion 

capture suit at your 
choosing.  choosing.  Motion capture 
is our Modus Operandis so 
if you require some specific 
dance moves we can throw 
some moves and get it into 

the system.

Animation Library

Full Control



Many screens? Many venues?
No problem!



FEC Attraction

Queue Busting



Edutainment

MAX LEVISTON, GENERAL MANAGER 
SEA LIFE, BRIGHTON UK 

“Not everyone will read a leaflet or poster, and certainly not children. 
When their favourite cartoon character tells them the difference they can 
make by recycling rubbish or being more efficient with energy they listen 
and take it all on board”



Branded Entertainment

AILSA EASTON, CREATIVE DIRECTOR
MERLIN ENTERTAINMENTS

“Animalive listened and rose 
to the challenge and put a lot 
of personal effort into getting 
the final creative as accurate 
as possible. 

TThey conveyed a pride in their 
work and were very much part 
of the team in my eyes”



‘I was very impressed with how 
enthusiastic and professional Animalive 
were from the beginning of the project 
through to completion. We have very 

demanding budgets and timeframes and 
as a company we needed quality at a 

realistic price - Animalive delivered over 
and aband above our expectations.

It was important for me to know that they 
had experience of operating in a busy 

visitor attraction with limited space. We 
needed software that was easy to use and 
be able to withstand considerable wear 
and tear as we operate 364 days a year.

When they presented a test of a dragons 
eye blinking that for me clinched the 
deal! Animalive made me feel like they 

shared the same values as Merlin 
Entertainments and for that reason I 
would happily work with them again’.

AILSA EASTON, CREATIVE DIRECTOR
MERLIN ENTERTAINMENTS



“’Are you real? Are you really in the rainforest? Can you take 
me to the rainforest?’

These are some of the comments we hear back from excited 
children when they get to see and talk in real-time to Ranger 

Tabatha.

TThe AnimaChat system provides the perfect bridge between 
the real world and the digital world for our brand and gives 

Ranger Tabatha her own platform to connect with children in 
a very personal and unique way

BRIAN PARKER, FOUNDER
TABATINGA FUN & SOCIAL CENTRES

Tabatinga Fun Center





Selected Track Record



Kobe Paddy Bamboo Prof. Hans

Fox Khilgarmarrah Hamoud Santa

Miss Vasco

Stock Characters

Mr Vasco Euro Maus Chester



Kiah Crabby Donnie Troy

Bomboo Pippin Robot Mouse Cyborg

Tabatha

Stock Characters

Blink Snapper



Cannon Ball Chicken CombBubble GunFootball

Curtains Elephan MaskConical FlaskClipboard

Kiwi Mask Football HelmetiPadFlour Sack

Flag OIl CanCine CameraPig Nose

Stock Props



Santa Hat ScissorsPumpkinPopcorn

Stick SunglassesSpinnerWooden Sign

Tutu Waster PistolTabletSword

Stock Props


